
 

 
Lavynder Lee 

The Violet Vixen 

 

Lavynder Lee is a lifestyle blogger from Houston, TX . 

Lavynder Lee has cultivated a large (nearly 500 actively engaged) Facebook support 
group for moms over the past 4 (years). It is famously the only real support group in 
the community. This group hosts meetups, networking events, donation drives, 
access to educational resources, etc. This is the one safe space for mums of all 
orientations, races, faiths, and identities to express themselves unfiltered. 

WWW.lavynder lee.com |  www.instagram.com/lavynder_lee 

#lavynderlee #model #melanin #mom #lifestyle #blogger #texas 

#photography #makeup #fashion #momlife #blackgirlmagic 

#houston #blacklivesmatter #black #melanin #blackpeople 

#blackpower #blackexcellence #humanrights #resist #pride 

#activism #lgbt #freedom #bisexual #thrifting #budget 

#savetheplanet #crueltyfree #vegan  

  

SOCIAL STATS 

Lavynder Lee’s followers have this to say: 

TARGET AUDIENCE  

ABOUT Lavynder Lee 

 

WOMEN/MEN 
 

AGES 18-65 |  FROM THE U.S 
and Western Europe 

Lavynder Lee The queer mil lennial mum of 2!  

 

https://afluencer.com/top-fashion-
influencers/ 

FEATURED  ON 

 2.6k+ 3.4k+ 

Lavynder Lee  

 

BLOG TOPICS/HASHTAGS  

“She’s all about empowering women and 
empowering her community. She's literally 
gotten me through the most difficult times in 
my life when I just wanted to give up. When I 
first moved to Houston, she was the first friend 
I had in an unfamiliar town. She welcomed 
me with open arms. If it wasn't for her, I don't 
know where I would be right now. Her great 
advice is the main reason I left my domestic 
violence relationship a year ago.” – Christine 
Chambers NYC/Houston 
 

“Lavynder Lee is a dope human 
being that’s about her business / 
craft. I could tell that she was from 
our first conversation! I was very 
impressed and inspired by the fact 
that she was instantly ready to assist 
me in my dreams, as well as 
expressing her visions and passions! 
What a star, tbh!” -DpHill Good. Tyler, 
TX 
 

@mommylovestoreadread 
“You are amazing! love this 
picture and you. You always 
remind me to stand up for 
myself and to give zero fucks 
about what people think. This 
picture is beautiful and bold 
and speaks a whole word.” 

 

 
 

Article in the final stages 


